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It is forbidden to stretch a thread that pulls together two ends of a
garment, and one is aiig a oaxw for doing so.
It is forbidden to learn dxez from a sorcerer or heretic.
If a deer runs into a house on zay it is forbidden to close the door, as
that is trapping. If two close the door, they are xeht from bringing a
oaxw, but it is forbidden to do so. If the door is a heavy door that can only
be closed by two people, then even if two people close it, they are both
aiig a oaxw. The `''nx adds that if the door is already closed, then it is
permissible to place a lock on the door, as this would be considered
dxiny not trapping.
According to the m''anx, injuring a person or an animal, and causing it to
bleed, is xeq` because of wxtn which is a dclez of threshing (yc). i''yx
learns that causing a person or an animal to bleed is xeq` because of
raev, while others say it is a dclez of dnyp zlihp (dhigy).
The `ziixe`c dk`ln of threshing applies only to things that grow from
the ground. The dpyn cibn asks how could the m''anx include causing a
living thing to bleed as a dclez of threshing, if the dk`ln of yc only
includes things that grow from the ground? The dpyn cibn answers that
when the `xnb says threshing is only by rwxw ilecib, the m''anx learns it is
coming to exclude squeezing blood out of the oeflg (the snail whose blue
blood is used as the dye for zlkz), which comes from the sea, but with
regard to our `xnb, humans and animals are included in the category of
things that grow from the ground (this is a huge yecig as usually ilecib
rwxw specifically excludes animal products, for example, when it comes
to grinding rwxw ilecib is excluding the grinding of meat and eggs).

A dk`ln that occurs through with lack of intent, for example, one who
drags a bench on the ground because he needs to move, and the bench
happens to dig up the ground, this is permissible, as he had no intent of
digging up the ground, only moving the bench. The mdxa` obn writes
that this is only applicable if the bench is not so heavy that it will
inevitably cause the ground to be dug up if dragged, as this would be
considered `yix wiqt. (\This term is taken from the expression wiqt"
"zeni `le `yix, “can an animal’s head be cut off, and it will not perish?”,
meaning an act that will have the inevitable consequence of desecrating
zay even if unintended is forbidden (this refers to an `ziixe`c xeqi`
regarding an opaxc xeqi` where he gets no benefit from the act `yix wiqt
dil `gip `lc, for example, walking though a parking lot on zay that has
motion detectors that cause a security camera to take video, is permitted
by many miwqet [there are also those who forbid, ask your Rabbi if it is
permissible]).
Killing any living thing-- fish, human, bird, insect, animal--is forbidden
on zay.
Tanning or smoothing an animal hide on zay is forbidden. It is also
forbidden to salt or cure food on zay (obviously not referring to placing
table salt to add flavor to food that is being eaten, but referring to salting
food to put it away).
One may not sharpen or smooth out the heads of wooden poles on zay.
It is xeq` to spread any type of salve or cream on a wound on zay. It is
permissible to place (not smear or spread) the cream on the wound, or on
a bandage if the person is sick enough that he must lie down.
Engraving an image, blowing glass, and chiseling a stone are xeq`
because of the dk`ln of yihta dkn (literally the final hammer blow; the
last piece of labor to complete something).

It is xeq` to remove dangling ends of threads that hang out from a
garment (if they bother him) because of yihta dkn.
It is forbidden to erase ink of the amount of space it takes to write two
letters (which is the amount that is xeq` to write on zay). The `''nx adds
that it is forbidden to break letters written on a cake (since this erasing is
not being done in order to write, it is an opaxc xeqi`). This refers to letter
spelled out in icing, not the letters that are baked into some cookies,
which are permitted to break. One should cut a cake with words spelled
out on it, by cutting between the words or letters. It is permissible to
destroy the letters by eating them.
One who performs many zeclez of the same a` is only aiig one z`hg.
Something that people will carry, is forbidden to be carried on zay in
the amount of which a regular person would carry. Something most
people would not carry, such as dcp mc, only a person who would store it
would be liable, but if someone else would inadvertently carry it, they
would not be aiig a oaxw.

